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HAND PROTECTION

Harken Black Magic Rigger’s Gloves The reputation 
of these gloves is Olympic level. With modern rope technology making 
lines ever thinner, you need a helping hand. The double thick palm 
material sticks to lines with 50% more holding power. No more 
blisters. Full or three-quarter finger. Fits like a... glove. 

Harken Black Magic Gloves  code  price code   price
    quantity  three-quarter finger  full finger 
Small   pair  SAF2563S £30.80 SAF2564S £33.00
Medium   pair  SAF2563M £30.80 SAF2564M £33.00
Large   pair  SAF2563L £30.80 SAF2564L £33.00
X-Large   pair  SAF2563XL £30.80 SAF2564XL £33.00

 
Petzl Cordex Plus Belay 
Gloves  Highly durable reinforced 
leather palms with elasticated panels for 
increased dexterity. These gloves also have 
extra thick roll tip fingers. The whole tip 
of the finger is protected by the roll tip 
for increased comfort and durability. The 
gloves have a velcro closure to keep them 

held firmly on your hands. To prevent you dropping them a useful 
attachment point is also included. The attachment hole is large enough 
to fit a standard size karabiner. Although these gloves may feel a little 
inflexible they soon soften and form to your hand. Black. Available in 
Medium, Large and Extra large. Conformity: NON PPE.

Cordex Plus Belay Gloves             
qty medium code  price  large code  price  extra large code price
Pair PETK53MN  £41.80 PETK53LN £41.80 PETK53XLN £41.80

Canadian Power Rigger’s 
Gloves Grey chrome leather palm glove, 
very supple. Rubberised cuff with vein 
protection patch. Elasticated back. Palm 
lined. CE EN 388 intermediate design.

Power Rigger’s Gloves    quantity  code price   12+
       pair   SAF151 £2.91   £2.62

SUP 65 Rigger’s Gloves Good 
quality pigskin glove, very supple. The 
21⁄2“ rubberised cuff has an integral vein 
patch. Chemical resistant. Size 10.
BS EN 388:1994. 

SUP 65 Rigger’s Gloves   quantity  code  price   12+
      pair   SAF150 £7.96   £7.17

Welder’s Gauntlets 
[T10] Multipurpose heavy- 
duty gloves suitable for 
welding [MMA, MIG, Plasma].

Welder’s Gauntlets    quantity  code    price
      pair    MET045101   £6.90

Black Puggy 2000 PU-Coated Safety Gloves  
I hate wearing gloves but was introduced to these Puggys in Oban 
whilst sticking plasters on my fingers after the sandpaper had worn 
the skin off them. The Puggys fitted perfectly and really improved my 
grip with hardly any loss of feel, you can even type in them! They can 
be used for a whole range of tasks but I particularly like to use these 
for hand sanding. Great Value! 
Conformity: EN 388 4131 [The last 4 digits are scores for mechanical 
hazard tests [EN388]. Performance level is on a scale of 1 — 4, the 
higher the number the better. (A) Abrasion Resistance = 4, (b) Blade 
Cut Resistance = 1, (c) Tear Resistance = 3, (d) Puncture Resistance = 1.
 4 Nylon glove 4 Polyurethane palm coating
 4 Machine knitted 4 Integral elasticated wrist

Puggy PU-Coated Gloves size   quantity code    price
Medium    8  pair  SAFPUGMB   £1.05
Large    9  pair  SAFPUGLB   £1.05
X-Large    10  pair  SAFPUGXLB   £1.05

Hi-Grip Gloves PVC criss-cross 
coating on a knitted base. Elasticated 
wrist. As its name implies, gives good grip 
assistance. EN 388 Cat 2.

Hi-Grip Gloves       quantity code    price
       pair  SAF160    £1.61

Cotton Drill Gloves White cotton 
drill with knitted wrist and brushed lining. 
Essential kit for crew handling white 
scenery. For Podgers see pages 305 – 307.

Cotton Drill Gloves      quantity code  price 12+
       pair  SAF192  £1.18 £1.04

Rubber Gloves Strong, sensitive, 
cotton flock-lined natural rubber gloves. 
Excellent wet handling. Conforms to USDA 
standards and is 21 CFR 177-2600 compliant 
for food handling. 

Rubber Gloves       quantity code  price 12+
Small       pair  SAF177  £2.05 £1.85
Medium       pair  SAF178  £2.05 £1.85
Large       pair  SAF179  £2.05 £1.85

Disposable Vinyl Gloves Clear, 
economical, thin vinyl gloves without 
seams. Fits either hand. Comes powdered. 
You’ve just got to remember to put them on 
before you get yourself covered in oil. Wear 
them under a pair of Puggys       to extend 
their life. Sold in boxes of 100 [50 pairs].

Disposable Vinyl Gloves  size   quantity code    price
Small    6 1⁄2  box of 100 SAF658025S   £10.50
Medium    7 1⁄2  box of 100 SAF658025M   £10.50
Large    8 1⁄2  box of 100 SAF658025L   £10.50
X-Large    9 1⁄2  box of 100 SAF658025XL   £10.50
For Barrier Cream see page 352.
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Comfort Fit Rigger 
Glove A light and flexible 
glove that will protect hands 
from moderate manual work. 
Designed with comfort in mind, 
breathable materials and a snug 
fit move with your hands as you 
work and minimise snagging. A 

double layer of synthetic leather on the palm and other key areas of 
wear combine with double stitching to make this an incredibly durable 
glove. 

4	Full finger style for extra protection
4	Lightweight and flexible for all-day comfort
4	Snug Fit to minimise snagging
4	Double-layered synthetic leather on palm
4	High-density foam padding in key areas
4	Double stitched seams

Comfort Fit Rigger Glove     size    code   price
        small     FHSDRFFS   £19.35
        medium   FHSDRFFM   £19.35
        large    FHSDRFFL   £19.35
        X large   FHSDRFFXL  £19.35
        XX large   FHSDRFFXXL  £19.35

Comfort Fit Framer 
Rigger Glove Like the 
Comfort Fit Rigger Glove but with 
a framer finger design, allowing 
easy access for intricate tasks 
and touchscreens by exposing 
the tips of your thumb, middle 
and index finger.

4	Framer finger design for accessibility 
4	Lightweight & Flexible for all-day comfort
4	Snug Fit to minimise snagging
4	Double-layered synthetic leather on palm
4	High-density foam padding in key areas
4	Double stitched seams

Comfort Fit Framer Rigger Glove  size    code   price
        small    FHSDRFRS   £19.35
        medium   FHSDRFRM   £19.35
        large    FHSDRFRL   £19.35
        X large   FHSDRFRXL  £19.35
        XX large   FHSDRFRXXL  £19.35

SlimFit Framer Glove 
A perfect fit for smaller hands 
without compromising on 
function. In a framer style for 
better access for intricate tasks 
and touchscreens, the SlimFit is 
breathable and light for all day 
comfort and uses 4-way stretch 
materials to move with your 
hands as you work.

4	Designed for smaller hands 
4	Framer finger design for accessibility 
4	Light and flexible for all day comfort 
4	Snug fit to minimise snagging 
4	Easy-on pull tab 

SlimFit Framer Glove      size    code   price
        XX small   FHSDRFRSXXS £15.99
        X small   FHSDRFRSXS  £15.99
        small    FHSDRFRSS  £15.99

Rope Ops Rope Glove 
Especially designed for handling 
rope, these gloves provide 
abrasion resistance and fly 
control through an articulated 
rope channel. The gloves palm 
is supported by goat skin 
leather, adding extra resistance 

to abrasion caused from dealing with rope, and a breathable back 
provides ventilation and added comfort.  

4	Articulated Armortex rope channel
4	Double stitched seams
4	3D high-ventilation glove back 
4	Abrasion resistant goat skin leather palm

Rope Ops Rope Glove      size    code   price
        small     FHSDRROS   £32.07
        medium   FHSDRROM  £32.07
        large    FHSDRROL   £32.07
        X large   FHSDRROXL  £32.07
        XX large   FHSDRROXXL  £32.07

Sanique Hand Sanitiser 
Not a product we would have 
predicted becoming a staple in 
our everyday lives, but there we 
are! 2 sizes available - the 100 ml 
pots come with a flip top [ideal 
for personnel working Front of 
House to carry on them], and 
the 5 litre jerry cans come with 
a pump top [great for backstage, 
at points of entry, and in the 
workshop alike]. 75% alcohol, 
kills 99.9% of germs. 

Conforms to standards: GB/T16483-2008 & GB/T17519-2013.

Sanique Hand Sanitiser  size    code    price   10+
     100 ml   SAFSHS0100  £1.50   £1.35
     5 L    SAFSHS5000  £25.00               — 

DIRTY RIGGER GLOVES

HAND SANITISER

About Dirty Rigger
We love this range of gloves from Dirty Rigger so much, we put 

our name on them! 
Dirty Rigger gloves combine durability and comfort with style to 
produce quality products. They use the best possible materials 

to create gloves that provide unbeatable protection whilst 
remaining light and flexible for maximum dexterity. All gloves 

come with writeable ID tags and an eyelet on the cuff. 
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